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vard learned arrows
toc and F
tic & P
salted tires
on the bottom
by sidewanders
third lack plastic
army men
legal size
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furry indeed a cat
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still reading,
serious as a
paragraph
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cassette aerosol reconstruct
in the poem-wax
of the night coiled
transitional furs posit
can be the
accordion/avocado
but forget to veil
the liminal booth
of nature
thse equivalentt cyborgs
opening the products
of imaginary Moses

as the oil nap praxis carat

handmade dusty pitchfork
to orb the nervous
upholstery

3 pronouns
in a row
are
manual labor

pigeon-lattice

cork above, begins
at the river

the cheese demons

phonic ballerinas
never aspire
to the frontier
of historical soup

scoop
scoot



tied-in correctly
and full of the same
rattlesnakes

tiger-knee-dove

sonic ballast
exponents beautiful
without doubt,
in zaum

sparkling
the desired performance

chew cool chin
cyan coot
cerulean
crimp chirr
crocodile crumpled
cyanobacteria
collaborative crumbs

Zurich chassis cheetah
linkage/linoleum
vest cheddar estimation
experiments planetary furniture

by the forceps
foxholes
frisson uncovered
decentralized multidirectional
diction
differentiating
the wheat-transformers
clarity blends the self
throat foresights tract
under
lizard igloo Brazil toe
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blade-orchid camera
coat of many cats
koala bear
corncob
rank-and-file
rake mask xylem
coronet camouflaged knee-hub
the polemic in
orchestral traditions
experiments witness
tape-recorder thesis
later traduced
trampolines
trapeze
in the new coal zaum firecoat
medicinal peril
and face

wordharps became
raining eyes
and training
manuals
a bag of deaths
climbing
the razorbed
diversified into
typewriters, hammers,
saws, axes, shoe soles, small bells,
crystal, knives and
forks, slamming doors, neighbours’
dogs, loud-hailers,
motorbikes outside the window, old gramophone
records, a grand piano
used as a drum, a fridge, a woman, a
bicycle bell, and
blowing one’s nose
shut tire token
clock kite
touchbangs art bang



knives audio
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theatrical orchid wounds
hairy combs skatchbox
similar onions in unison
extract the typewriters
from the attic
the slamming door
the slamming door
roles improvise
the knotted strata
computer scission adding
machines Sun RA strange
strings electric piano, lightning
drum, timpani, squeaky door, strings
tongue aura with indecision
indiscipline
the oily mice
intersecting the helix
skatchbox cello screeches
flammable saxophone
aline piano strategies
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supportingler
over seas
has surplus
splurp plus syrup
noisic variations
marbled and curled



the same is the carrot

castanets

lanke lake lank

will the night-mogul glisten?

"lawyers of language"
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vacuum porous syllables

the knot-coterie stories

cat lamp layers
will rule the
Modigliani

mimics oblong
and glistens

lawnmower
vacuum cleaner

the same is the catnip

thirst junket annoys
the participan
ra printe
in 1998
in the magickal futures



stark language
secretes languages

olympic 12 opus gods3 glue
beautiful hailstone gymnasium
ru3re3ueru3ru3ruiui3uiruei
uru3uiruui3urur3uiuiruuuruui

the same is the can opener

rice craft bereft
odium enzymes
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 5
8, 13, 21,
34, 55, 89,
144
2, 1, 3, 4,
7, 11, 18,
29, 47, 76,
123
macaroni sporangium
sponge thanatos
rectangular applesauce
hat comet ketchup
supermarket Kabul baseball
useless trapezoid writing
where were we Tarzan
Harpsichord when
combustible radio recidivist
implements recombinative
busstop
utopian micromanaged
xylophone

versions), primary documents
piranha/piano
one single woknine abcharred



the skycumin seas
peel
elementary onionephant

sapient
sapien
sapie
sapi
sap
sa
s

sap pie,
of which there were
many versions

thieves corset
vaseline speeches
results vary
fugitive ukulele
inhabits bazooka

kneesmling
dovetoads
civil creaks
dandelions

smokehorn
talking lately
studies of dinner
in 1909
one half snafu eastern
balkanized upon
colonies assign
in mystic colossus
orchestratrash
burning down the
maypole in
December



lozenge flying smirk
dinosaur yoga
ginsoaked carafe
in socks we fly
to prey

spoken wiregrass centimeter
upon Caesar's bentglitch
spermatozoa algae
the flies on the
donut premise

premises one-third
tip of the
increasingly
badminton
couch-sagging Caspian
engulf
the rotting mirrors scab

some soapscores
nor would such suspend
zaumstir languth comp
set stat off on state
cobblstonelightningzaum
zaumnightchat
a foreign yearbook
and we are in it

hyacinths
bully
the knit poems
zaumknitnet
zaumknitnetnot
zaumnotknitnet
nor noir
yam boom softly
with the bulk of
the fireloaf
penned
zaumsky



zaumitch
tape-knot darkle
roads/shoots
hear the nose

Moses whirlpool
misread potato-ark nightfishing
Tantra-Bulb
chlorophyll toxic ponies

peonies Illuminations Romanian
Tibetan cathode dogma
halibut monochrome electronics
oil change resonator
beneficient gene pony goat hub cabbage
Yugoslavia misrepresented
in soluble myth peeler
bitterroot landscaped spaghetti
asparagus conic tofu conjunction
cigarette rolodex Cartesian
which way the soul lumbers Bahamas Dharma
the sea-hammock Gregorian mayonnaise
algebra incubator
ludic calculus emergency
blow-dryer behemoth Karachi
a yoga sure as hats/federated bags of light
strawberry November Okinawa
the nightingale's unpretentious curriculum & blog
bloodrant storytelling a bigger vodka
yet pie rats persona quixotic cult
the sea over birefringent codex
copper glue grub
certain panic attacks combined concoct
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letter-juice
glovetuba slowly
waves declarati o
cumin sky plough



of forests for the words therein
vaguely argument who
neologism the had

eyetooth dislike it
moral shoe-vodka
and jazz kangaroo
toes of the borderzoo duende
self-rhythmic and
pure dissensists
zaumnaked couchchalice
alphabets phonemath elucidate
saund underlined graphic sand
dirtglyphs in the sand

darkle the Arcades of Antarctica
jazzzaum nor goatjazz
in the kitchen

rampage hex hattrick
material strobelight Texas
who within
unprecedented syllabus
are hyperbole ostrasized
copperplated email coccyx
rascible & kempt concocts
rehabilitated thermometer
ramparts bicycle yohimbe
parking lot pagan cartwheels
overlooking replenished
wheelbarrow
hexagonal latte thermodynamic
negentropic Tokyo
discomports cocktail
cityscape repository
inexorable bluegrass hopscotch
unprotected between
the biscuit knot people and
blueberry almond milk
Pinocchio
he who proclaims
the abnormal
diagonal



respect the unwritten
decryptions
rockabilly Fluxus mutation
standpoint perfectably unpatented
correctly depaginated nectar
comeuppance bicameral Aschylus
rodent preponderant materiality
backhoe
pyrrhic
Republican crabtree trifecta
Helvetica spiderweb taxation
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the ne for
textexperiments
fluxus situation
notic ocean notion
geo o redefinitior
informatio
reflected in
real coul pause
azoic coum zoum zaum
conte grrrrrrrrrr giraffe
conta-non conformist
has undergo
undergrounds
bio-catalouges
tissues
emphatic anthologies
limits overwhelming
situationiste language



we knoll from their
foaming combinations
temporal/peripheral
developed national detuned
steel bodied
means of the next
by any means of the next
due versatile hungers
to process publications
in the blank spaces
of change and return

morse code nor
moxibustion performani
french fries in
the nude town hail
becarm for the
tinning is a culture

prosaic suet narrats
forth exutterance
represents a sirm leaves
versification
sewing machine
straitjacket
saltpeter
salmonella
umbrella
thatatthat components
soun spoon soon sound soud

look
it's
a
horizontal
list

[scream this
at the top of your lungs]
(all of it
not just "this")



the easiest way to read this
might be at a rate of
ten pages a day
for roughly 1700 days
or a little less than 5 years

politics are actual
even outside of
literature

still, when
the fire is in flames
it delivers
the eye
as participant

is not sortilege
nor a
strangulation
whereas literature

have been the pieces
cut into the
textasifsuch
then cast as an old
testament to
divination
by
dice
scraps of paper
seashells
the knucklebones of a pig
fairy stones
crystal springs
chunks of wood
splinters



beans
chili beans
laser beans
garbanzo beans
the frozen breath of a goat

by dust
needles
cactus
neurosis
ambience
roosters
sharpness
flour
corn
barley
salt
sounds
sand
walking
wind
placenta
flowers

by
sacrifice
appearances
burning coals
chance encounters
spiders
relics
altars
numbers
shoulders
entrails

by sitting in a circle
by sitting in a drawn circle

by
lightning



by celestial bodies

by
auras
breath
the south wind
birds
axes
axis

by frogs arrows biorhythms water currents figs

by burning figs
by burning sage

by
sleep
by being sleepy
by falling
asleep

by
thunder
by
bumps on the skin

by lumps
by a terrifying lump

by dogs
by smoke
by ash or smoke from incense
by melting wax
by melted wax

by
papyrus
paper
foot

by
snakes
by burning



by
boiling a donkey's head

by thunder and lightning

by
dripping wax in water
striking gongs or copper bowls
aerial visions
works on paper
cards
tarot
books
lines
fortune cookies
the Bible
the I Ching
by The Illiad and The Odyssey

by
pig bladders
word ladders
word hoards
the ravings of lunatics
the shavings of pencils
by apt occasion

by
random shouts and
cries heard in
crowds
at night
under a gibbous moon
naked and/or drunk

by chance events or overheard words

by
keys
casting
dice
dominoes
by pizza



by spinning dough
by delivering pizza
by beans
by Captain Beefheart
by ogham
by letters
by runes
by ruins
by comet tails
by colors
shells
hanging sieves
dangling boats
porous allusions
wine in a brass bowl
by a baby crawling
by barley cakes
onion sprouts
omens
ice
cups
caps
capes
computer oracles
by wheels

by finger rings
by finger movements
by burning laurel wreaths
by
swirling water
in a cup

by
demons
trees
oaks
yews
mistletoe
second glance
double take
by randomly opening a dictionary
by



animal horoscope
divining rod
dragons
dreaming
by desiring anything
by
dripping blood
bodily fluids
lightning & electricity
oil
olive oil
peak oil
experiment/experience/peril
by burning magma, magenta
by
playing four-handed chess
by
the speeches of those possessed
by
insects
water vessels
sacrificed animals
cats
flowers feeling
fractals
fruit
galvanism
guttural sounds
earth
dirt
ears
laughter
gematria
birth dates
written letters
handwriting
dizziness
saints
bones
the liver of a goat
rainwater
wild pigs
footprints



by phantom sweat
by
palm nuts
cowrie shells
opele
eye-color
numbers of pebbles and equal letters
bamboo
vapor
goblet
knots
lips
flame
a basin of water
leaf
nose
secrets
gems
logarithms
chance
lots
dissecting tables
the moon
candles
by swords or knives

by
large objects
large objections
by spots on the skin
by
tiles
pearls
bouncing
sleeping
The Mekons
melons
Nurse Core
large cities
the barge of the soud
moles
magic
meteors



the lines of the forehead

by small objects
by the smell of small objects

by
blemishes
molten metal
foolishness
numbness
buttocks
by speaking to the dead
by corpses
damned souls
clouds
clods
names
initials
shorthand
coins
by eyes
by teeth
by wine
by the inside of the left thigh
by
the howling of dogs
the shoulder blade
navels
dreams of being in the navy
gravy
gravity
dreams of gravity
by boiling a goat in gravy
by
toenails
eggs
onions

by organs
by harpsichord
mountains
minerals
pendulum



palm
folding paper
folding money
fondling money
fucking money
puking money
fountains
pebbles
brushed cloth
fear
fields of light
leaves
fig leaves
tea leaves
coffee grounds
Coffee Blues by Mississippi John Hurt
rose petals
faces
plants
cracks formed by heat on the plastron of a turtle
patterns in human hair
shapes formed by molten lead when poured in water
blowing
bowling
by throwing stones on the floor
by study and application
by ballots

by
the interpretation of sneezes
by fire
by
rods
tools
looking over one's shoulder
sticks
wands
poems
constellations
by bovine or caprid shoulder blades
by
old shoes
excrement



shadows
spirits
sporot
rot
Dieter Roth
gazing
by reflective objects
mirrors
water
by burning straws with an iron
by a flaming iron
by drawing sixteen lines in sand
by beetle tracks
by the sun
by human bodies
the soles of the feet
skulls
convulsions
spindles
innards
wood ashes
butterflies
tree bark ashes
the four elements
bird excrement
the ridges on the breastbone
soot
by burning writing into bark
fashion
chewing gum
roadkill
found objects
bird formations
bicycle wheels
shovels
the mustache principle
horse behavior
fish behavior
rat behavior
ant behavior
snake behavior
bird migrations
geological formations



things accidentally seen or heard
wheel ruts
shapes in smoke
faces in clouds
emprientes
Dubuffet
umbilical cords
shade
the sky
urine
itches
the shape of wood
the texture of wood
the appearance of burning wood
by doors
by weights
by balance
by being

































“Phonemes are not separate notes, but chords comprised of
several distinct elements.” --Jan Baudouin de Courtenay

Mikołaj Kruszewski, Kazan school

Antoni Dufriche-Desgenettes, "phoneme" in an 1865 manuscript

Petăr Beron, 1855

Lev V. Ščerba, all word stems (glok-, kuzdr-, shtek-, budl-,
bokr-, kurd-) are meaningless, but all affixes are real and
used in a grammatically correct way.

Andrew Ingraham "the gostak distims the doshes"
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another dust friction
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latter letters
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Academy Street
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days, Carolina
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National Heat.
scientific had
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oblivion interpreted,
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cone exper beyorn incarne
the tl publ aural
declirene
sexual enigma at sound
poetry, equally himself
peyote/perfume/Peoria
psychosis
Pandorian
can thu
washer and dryer
buttons "zaumfroth"
thatatthat
akiin to nothing
correspondance
upper maypole
to magic fumerole

jazz who, pointless
eyefalling to
accrue

playing
the double piano

such as the such of

poef possibility f

management
byt the
ar-minima

a study of practical piranha

the business
of
blazes and tonic
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zen slap mycological
up next yr head/hero
do not inventory
a dozen non-wok
booze wasteland
wizard-fried proscenium
taboo leeks
starstruck
beanzippers
freeze potluck
given azoic re-entry

the which, parents
philosophy
convent as a young

verse practising munch
whole electric lights
inspired in the masses

churches
of ancient
continuity

elephant tense caravan
libido ginseng dire walking
unsemantische elephants
cabaret headdress
bulky Dada, costume slim
scarlet cylinder

improvised obelisk
intonation-dispenser
alchemy of absurd sense
blue shamanhut simultaneities
distanced measuring
embossed priests
in praise of
nonsense
despite uneaten music



burning long blue bamboo
stuffed
in thin violin laxative
glossolalia purloined bitumen
ribbon bang tomato umbrella
tarantula blik pajamas
cataclysm ganglia cadaver

handmade gonzo spitoon
lettrist sememe amendment
revitalized after
which the
vital reengagement
choir soma foaming repose
mask of dynamic traffic

development of
the seen
in linguistic domination

intact collaborative asemantic theater
refraining from
the facts of
didactic individuation

is sap gore spongy
defoliated hat-jolt
zen tender parka
tarmac slipknot
roses in a sack
with abdomen muzak
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ggkg krg rk

"language district" engageg
avant nakedly simple
modal hiss
background expression
due innuendo
minmal flowering pie
abstra 1972 social anxiety
disorders very continu
languaffe
works o moven f
feathered
hats
albatross
Guadalajara
putty
puddles of 3s and Es

fogdogloghogbogcog
haiku
clog

contributions fish
self-skull
variable percussion objects
since sliced noisic framework
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